FOOT BALL GAME EXPECTED TO DECIDE FIELD DAY

Both Teams Evenly Matched—Neither Has Been Defeated—Odds Favor the Freshmen—Potrait And Malley Expect To Star

1919
1917

G. H. Porter, G. F. Jones .......... l.e. .......... D. E. Bell, W. A. Gray, J. Debell
K. W. Keeley, E. A. Mead .......... t. t. ........ F. C. Dexter, W. G. Wood
I. J. Hall, Mead ................. r. g. ........ W. T. Tuttle, H. E. Wollone
K. W. Clarkson, Captain .......... r. b. .......... C. E. Simpson
J. H. Mortlock, Captain .......... h. h. ........ W. P. Ryan, E. J. Johnson
A. B. Miller .......... r. h. .......... H. H. Potrat, W. A. Wood
J. R. Millican .......... manager .......... Philip L. Hunt

This afternoon, when the two classes, 1917 and 1918, meet at the new field, the chances of the Freshmen coming through the day as winners are more favorable than they have been for a number of years. The teams are evenly matched in most of the events, but, as a whole, the Freshmen have shown in practice as far as can be judged, the better mettle.

The football game is expected to be the deciding event of the day. In this the two teams are strong as can be seen by looking over their record against the preparatory school teams that they have played. The Sophomores have not had a defeat this season nor have the Freshmen. Westboro was the only team that succeeded in even getting a tie score, and that was against the Sophomores in the early part of the season. The Freshman team has not been held to a tie and has succeeded in winning handily from such teams as Mechanics Arts and Duxter. Judging from the fact that the Freshmen have been better scoring against what are considered stronger teams than those the Sophomores have met, it is thought that the Freshmen have the odds slightly in their favor. A fluke may result in upsetting all calculations. The Sophomores, however, have confidence in their team and have been willing to place their money on even ground with the first year men.

The relay teams are sure to provide the exciting event of the afternoon.

RELAY RACES WILL BE CLOSELY CONTESTED.

Freshmen Have Fine Chance to Win—Sophomores Feel Loss of O'Hara.

FIELD DAY CUP.

CONFETTI AND STREAMERS ON SALE IN THE THEATRE.